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The Projects Dashboard page is the first dashboard 
amoung a nested set of dashboards that traverse all 
points of the Shine Pathway. Once signed in, the 
team member is able to view a dynamic list of active 
projects. Admins see all active projects while team 
members see only projects they belong to. The 
dashboard includes an activity feed across all 
projects and a dynamic menu linking to utility pages 
contained in 7a. From this page, users are able to 
enter a specific project dashboard.

7

7a is a generalized collection of useful utilities 
available to the user at every screen includinga 
message center, team management, file storage, 
and contacts. The breadth of content for each of 
these utilities is bound to the scope of the calling 
dashboard. For example, while the message center 
from the Projects Dashboard will contain messages 
from all projects, accessing the center from the Task 
Dashboard will show only those that are task 
relevant.

7a

The Contact Us page should include a convenient 
contact form with supplementary contact 
information such as KPO address, and a general 
KPO phone number and email address. The contact 
form should always validate the information upon 
submission alerting the user approprately. A thank 
you page or modal should be used to communicate 
a successful submission.

6

The Step Dashboard page is the third dashboard 
amoung a nested set of dashboards that traverse all 
points of the Shine Pathway. Once signed in, the 
team member is able to view a dynamic list of tasks 
pertaining to the selected step. The dashboard 
includes an activity feed across all tasks and a 
dynamic menu linking to utility pages contained in 
7a. From this page, users are able to enter a 
specific task dashboard.

7c

The Project Dashboard page is the second 
dashboard amoung a nested set of dashboards that 
traverse all points of the Shine Pathway. Once 
signed in, the team member is able to view a 
dynamic list of steps pertaining to the selected 
project. The dashboard includes an activity feed 
across all steps and a dynamic menu linking to 
utility pages contained in 7a. From this page, users 
are able to enter a specific step dashboard.

7b

The Workshop Registration page is not included in 
the wireframes as the concept is beyond project 
scope. However, the research clearly indicates that 
Shine Workshops would benefit from a centralized 
workshop management platform allowing 
registration akin to an event planner. Many off the 
shelf solutions exist that could be easily integrated 
into the Shine website.

3a

The Mobile Kit Registration page is not included in 
the wireframes as the concept is beyond project 
scope. Similarly to Workshop registration, we 
believe a usage and maintainence of the new Shine 
Mobile Kit would benefit from a centralized 
reservation and tracking system. Many off the shelf 
solutions exist that could be easily integrated into 
the Shine website.

4a

The Task Dashboard page is the forth and final 
dashboard amoung a nested set of dashboards. 
Once signed in, the team member is able to view a 
dynamic list of sub-tasks pertaining to the current 
task of the current step of the current project. The 
dashboard includes an activity feed across all sub-
tasks and a dynamic menu linking to utility pages 
contained in 7a. From this page, users are able to 
complete forms, upload documents, create notes, 
and receive relevant guidence.

7d

The Sign up or Sign In page is gatekeeper to the 
Shine Portal and related functionality. The ability to 
sign in is key to the dynamic nature of the website 
as outlined here. Without such functionality, the 
frontend of the site will likely remain the same, while 
the backend would be limited to functionality akin to 
a wiki.

8

The Shine Workshops page should contain all 
pertinant information regarding Shine Workshops 
including the purpose and goals, general process, 
workshop agendas and expected activities, a list of 
upcoming workshops with the ability to sign up for 
attendance, as well as an FAQ specific to the 
Workshops.

3

The Shine Mobile Kit page should contain all 
pertinant information regarding the Shine Mobile Kit 
including the purpose and goals, general process, 
components of the kit, and an FAQ specific to the 
Mobile Kit. There should be emphasis on the ease 
of use and convenience. Ideally, a link to a 
reservation page is available.

4

The About Shine page should contain all pertinant 
information regarding Shine at Virginia Mason 
including an introduction to Shine, it's roots, how 
VM staff benefit from Shine, a thorough introduction 
and breakdown of the 6 Steps of the Shine 
Pathway,  and an FAQ relevant to general Shine 
questions.

2

The About KPO page should contain pertinant 
information regarding KPO staff and functions, 
especially as pertaining to Shine. This could include 
a brief history as well as brief team member profiles. 
Ideally KPO staff photos are included as this would 
increase visibility around Virginia Mason.

5

The Shine Homepage is the primary entry point and 
should contain content to facilitate a brief 
introduction to Shine with a general overview of the 
program with a link to learn more details about 
Shine. An introduction to the Mobile Kit with a link 
to learn more, an introduction to the Shine 
Workshop with a link to learn more, examples of 
Shine projects and a contact form for convenience. 

1
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Past Shine Project
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sometinmes. Learn more

Action

Separated they live in Bookmarks right at the coast of 
the famous Semantics, large language ocean 
Separated they live in Bookmarks right 

Shine Mobile 
Workshop Kit

Separated they live in Bookmarks right at the coast of 
the famous Semantics, large language ocean 
Separated they live in Bookmarks right. Large language 
ocean Separated they live in Bookmarks right. 

Separated they live in Books, but 
sometinmes. Learn more

Action

Shine Workshops

Tools of Shine

Even the all-powerful Pointing has 
no control about the blind texts it is 
an almost unorthographic life

Step Six

It is a paradisematic country, in 
which roasted parts of sentences 
fly into your mouth

Step Five

A small river named Duden flows 
by their place and supplies it

Step Four

Separated they live in 
Bookmarksgrove right at the coast 

of the Semantics

Step Three

ar from the countries Vokalia and 
Consonantia, there live the blind 

texts

Step Two

Far far away, behind the word 
mountains

Step One

Action

The Shine Pathway is the key to success, 
helping VM solve so many problems. 

Steps to Shine

Start your own Shine project or join 
one started by someone else

Get Started!

Separated they live in Bookmarks right at the coast of 
the famous Semantics, large language ocean 
Separated they live in Bookmarks right 

Shine helps you 
solve problems.

Shine PortalContact UsAbout KPOMobile KitWorkshopsAbout ShineShine

SubscribeYour email…
We'll never share your email address and you can 
opt out at any time, we promise

Subscribe to our newsletter

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

1

Brief introduction to Shine 

Workshops and Mobile Kit with links 

to related pages

Gallery of past shine projects

An FAQ to cover broad questions 

related to Shine in general 

A convenient contact form with 

alternate contact info such as 

address, phone, and email

A convenient place to subscribe to 

the Shine newsletter

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Links to Shine Portal. User required 

to sign-in prior to access

Links to Shine Overview page for 

more in-depth information 

Links to Shine Workshops page for 

more in-depth information 

Links to Shine Workshops page for 

more in-depth information 

Hover over image to reveal project 

details. Click to open modal gallery.

Catchy introduction to Shine as a 

whole with short intro video 

A brief and visually appealing 

introduction to the 6 Shine Steps

Validate information prior to send. 

Redirect to thank you page upon 

success

Back to

Map
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The Big Oxmox advised her not to do so, because there were 
thousands of bad Commas, wild Question Marks and devious 
Semikoli, but the Little Blind Text didn’t listen

Paragraph Two

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the 
countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind 
texts.

Paragraph One

Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of 
the Semantics, a large language ocean. A small river named 
Duden flows by their place and supplies it with the necessary 
regelialia

The Shine Pathway:

6 Steps to Success

Gorgeous, high-quality video 
sharing on desktop, mobile, 
tablet

Feature two

Gorgeous, high-quality video 
sharing on desktop, mobile, 
tablet

Feature one

Separated they live in Bookmarks right at the coast of the 
famous Semantics, large language ocean Separated they live 
in Bookmarks right at the coast. Read more

Step 3

Iteration

Embed your work with

Sell your videos worldwide

Publish across social channels in a click

Showcase and embed your work with

Separated they live in Bookmarks right at the coast of the 
famous Semantics, large language ocean

Step 1

Project Initiation

Sell your videos worldwide

Publish across social channels in a click

Showcase and embed your work with

Separated they live in Bookmarks right at the coast of the 
famous Semantics, large language ocean Separated they live 
in Bookmarks right at the coast

Step 2

Idea Generation

Action link

A Multi-Faceted Lean 
Prototyping Process

About Shine

A small river named Duden flows by their 
place and supplies it with the necessary 

regelialia

Benefit Three

Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove 
right at the coast of the Semantics, a 

large language ocean

Benefit Two
Far far away, behind the word 

mountains, far from the countries 
Vokalia and Consonantia

Benefit One

Benefits

Change the color to match your brand or vision, add your 
logo, choose the perfect thumbnail, remove the playbar, add 
speed controls, and more. Increase engagement with CTAs 
and custom end screens, or keep your video private and 
password-protected. Read more

Change the color to 
match your brand or 
vision

Gorgeous. High-
quality video sharing 
on desktop, mobile, 
tablet

Step 4

Prototyping

Embed your work with

Sell your videos worldwide

Publish across social channels in a click

Showcase and embed your work with

Separated they live in Bookmarks right at the coast of the 
famous Semantics, large language ocean

Step 5

Refinement

Get Started

Have a problem you need solved? 

Start your own project today!

Tenth ItemNinth ItemEighth ItemSeventh Item

Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast 
of the Semantics, a large language ocean. A small river 
named Duden flows by their place and supplies it

Awesome Projects
Shine

Sixth ItemFifth Item

Fourth ItemThird ItemSecond ItemFirst Item

Successful Projects

Links to Shine Portal. User required 

to sign-in prior to access

Sell your videos worldwide

Publish across social channels in a click

Showcase and embed your work with

Separated they live in Bookmarks right at the coast of the 
famous Semantics, large language ocean Separated they live 
in Bookmarks right at the coast

Step 6

Final Review
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An FAQ to cover questions related to 

the Shine Pathway

A detailed overview of step 1

A detailed overview of step 3

A detailed overview of step 4 

A detailed overview of step 5

Gallery of past shine projects

A convenient place to subscribe to 

the Shine newsletter

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

2

A catchy introduction to Shine and 

the benefits for VM 

An introduction to the Shine Pathway 

and the 6 Steps with illustrative 

graphic

A detailed overview of step 2 

A detailed overview of step 6

A catchy callout for a secondary link 

to the Shine Portal to start a project 

Hover over image to reveal project 

details. Click to open modal case 

studio.
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Sign Up

When she reached the first hills of the Italic 
Mountains, she had a last view back on the 
skyline of her hometown Bookmarksgrove

Shine 
Workshops

Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control 
about the blind texts it is an almost 
unorthographic life One day however a small line 
of blind text by the name of Lorem Ipsum

Feature Three3

A small river named Duden flows by their place 
and supplies it with the necessary regelialia. It is a 
paradisematic country, in which roasted parts of 
sentences fly into your mouth

Feature Two2

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from 
the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live 
the blind texts. Separated they live in 
Bookmarksgrove right at the coast

Feature One1

Feature three

All base UI elements are made using Nested 
Symbols and shared styles that are logically 
connected with one another.

Feature two

All base UI elements are made using Nested 
Symbols and shared styles that are logically 
connected with one another.

Feature one

All base UI elements are made using Nested 
Symbols and shared styles that are logically 
connected with one another.

blind texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right 
at the coast of the Semantics, far far away, behind the 
word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and 
Consonantia, there live the blind texts. Separated they 
live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast.

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the 
countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind 
texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at 
the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean. A 
small river named Duden flows by their place far far 
away, behind the word mountains, far from the 
countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the 
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Links to Workshop Sign Up page with 

list of upcoming workshops to 

choose from.

A catchy introduction to Shine 

Workships   

A detailed overview of shine 

workshops, what takes place, and the 

purpose

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

3 

A list of upcoming workshops with 

brief description and date.   

A convenient place to subscribe to 

the Shine newsletter

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

An FAQ to cover questions specific to 

Shine Workshops  

Links to Workshop Sign Up page 

specific to this listed workshop

Back to

Map
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Feature Three with long 
description

Feature Two with long 
description

Feature One with long 
description

What’s in the 
Shine Mobile Kit

Reserve One

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the 
countries Vokalia and Consonantia

The Shine Mobile Kit
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Far far away, behind the word mountains, far 
from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, 
there live the blind texts. Separated they live in 
Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the 
Semantics, a large language ocean. 

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far 
from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, 
there live the blind texts. Separated they live in 
Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the 
Semantics, a large language ocean. 

Feature FourFeature ThreeFeature TwoFeature One

Shine Mobile Kit is a convient 
workshop you take with you

Learn More

Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about 
the blind texts it is an almost unorthographic life 

One day however a small line of blind text

Design Process Details

Download

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from 
the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live 

the blind texts

Mobile Kit Design Guide

Additional Resources

SubscribeYour email…
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Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage
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A catchy introduction to the Shine 

Mobile Kit

An interesting graphic detailing 

what's included in a Mobile Kit

Callouts for links to additional 

resources related to the Shine Mobile 

Kit

Links to download of Mobile Kit 

Design Guide as a PDF file.

Links to Design Process Details page 

providing an in-depth exploration of 

the design process

Links to Mobile Kit Reservation page 

allowing registered users to check-

out a kit

An clear explaination of the the 

purpose of the mobile kit and how it's 

used

An FAQ to cover questions specific to 

the Shine Mobile Kit 

A convenient place to subscribe to 

the Shine newsletter

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Back to

Map
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A small river named Duden flows by their 

place and supplies it 

Position

Team Member

Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove 

right at the coast of the Semantics

Position

Team Member

Far far away, behind the word mountains, 

far from the countries Vokalia and 

Consonantia, there live the blind texts

Position

Team Member

The Team

Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the famous Semantics, large 
language ocean and many more stuff and more more more

Kaizen Promotion Office is 

Awesome!

Meet the team

blind texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right 

at the coast of the Semantics, far far away, behind the 

word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and 

Consonantia, there live the blind texts. Separated they 

live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast. A small river 

named Duden flows by their place far far from the 

countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind.

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the 

countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the blind 

texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at 

the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean. A 

small river named Duden flows by their place far far 

away, behind the word mountains, far from the 

countries Vokalia and Consonantia, there live the 

KPO does great stuff

Contact Us

You have questions, we have answers. KPO is here to help. Feel 

free to reach out. Best way to contact us is through the contact.

Get in Touch

Far far away, behind the word mountains, 

far from the countries Vokalia

Feature Two

Far far away, behind the word mountains, 

far from the countries Vokalia

Feature One

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far 

from the countries Vokalia and Consonantia, 

there live the blind texts

Shine Functions

SubscribeYour email…
We'll never share your email address and you can 

opt out at any time, we promise

Subscribe to our newsletter

A catchy introduction to the KPO 

office

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

5  

An introduction to KPO   

An overview of how KPO relates to 

Shine and their role

A brief profile of the KPO and related 

staff. Photos make for recognizability

Secondary link to Contact Us page            

A convenient place to subscribe to 

the Shine newsletter

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Callout for contact link as a 

convenience

Back to

Map
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Learn More

You have questions, we have answers. KPO is here to help. Feel 
free to reach out. Best way to contact us is through the contact.

Who is KPO?

(425) 345-0000
hello@shineatvm.comKaizen Promotion Office

191186 Virgina St.

Where to find us

Send

Your Message

Your Email

Your Name

Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about the blind texts it is an almost 
unorthographic life One day however a small line of blind text by the name of Lorem 

Ipsum decided to leave for the far World of Grammar

Get in Touch

SubscribeYour email…
We'll never share your email address and you can 
opt out at any time, we promise

Subscribe to our newsletter

An introduction to the Contact Us 

page

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage
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Validate information prior to send. 

Redirect to thank you page upon 

success

A convenient contact form with 

alternate contact info such as 

address, phone, and email

Secondary link to About KPO page

A convenient place to subscribe to 

the Shine newsletter

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Callout for About KPO  link as a 

convenience

Back to

Map
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This is an important announcement. Right at the coast of the famous Semantics, 
large language ocean and many more stuff and more more more

Far far away, behind the word 
mountains, far from the country

Sign up for Workshops

Far far away, behind the word 
mountains, far from the country

Reserve a Mobile Kit

Far far away, behind the word 
mountains, far from the country

Manage your projects

Far far away, behind the word 
mountains, far from the country

Start or join a project

Sign Up

New Users

Forgot Username? Forgot Password?

Sign In

Email

Password

Registered Users

Upon sign in user is taken to 

requesting page. Projects Dashboard 

by default

Secondary link to About KPO page

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

A listing of available features once 

signed in

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

7a  

Back to

Map
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Current Status
Step 4: In-Progress

Resume

Completed
64%Awesome Project Title

Team Leader

Project Manager Last Active: Today

Current Status
Step 1: In-Progress

Resume

Completed
15%Awesome Project Title

Team Leader

Project Manager Last Active: Today

Current Status
Step 6: Delayed

Resume

Completed
90%Awesome Project Title

Team Leader

Project Manager Last Active: Today

“I think this should be done…”

‘Workshop Notes’ successfully uploaded.

Meeting with Project Manager scheduled 

for 2/22 1pm

New project started!

QUIP submitted successfully.

Project Title

Long Project Title

Even Longer Project…

Project Title

Project Title

January 2, 2015

July 9, 2014

August 17, 2014

February 2, 2014

March 30, 2014

Project Date Activity

Active Projects

Recent Activity
Add Project

5

16

Messages

Comments

Storage

Calendar

More

Menu Item

Contacts

Teams

Overview

Shine Portal  

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

7 

A dynamic list of active projects. 

Admins see all active projects. Team 

members see only projects they 

belong to. Dashboard includes 

pertinant status information.

A recent activity block showing 

information about recent activity for 

all projects. Admins see activity from 

all projects

Link to specific Project Dashboard 

showing step progress    

Link to Add Project page to initiate or 

join a project

A dynamic menu drawer with links to 

functional pages such as messages, 

comments, storage, calendar, teams, 

contacts. Collapsable sections using 

the up/down arrows. Draw opens/

closes with left/right chevron at top.

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Notification icon indicates new. 

Pressing icon opens modal showing 

notifications

Back to

Map
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Current Status
In-Progress

Resume

Completed
64%Step 4

Prototyping

Leading Member Last Active: Today

Current Status
Not Started

Start

Completed
0%Step 5

Refinement

Leading Member Last Active: Never

Current Status
Not Started

Start

Completed
 0%Step 6

Final Review 

Leading Member Last Active: Never

Close Project

2

5

Messages

Comments

Storage

Calendar

More

Menu Item

Contacts

Team Members

Other

Steps

Project Menu

Final Review
6

Refinement5

Prototyping4

Iteration3

Ideation
2

Project Initiation1

“I think this should be done…”

‘Workshop Notes’ successfully uploaded.

Meeting with Project Manager scheduled 

for 2/22 1pm

New project started!

QUIP submitted successfully.

Project Title

Long Project Title

Even Longer Project…

Project Title

Project Title

January 2, 2015

July 9, 2014

August 17, 2014

February 2, 2014

March 30, 2014

Project Date Activity

Steps
Filter Steps

Recent Activity

A dynamic list of project steps. 

Dashboard includes pertinant status 

information regarding each step 

A recent activity block showing 

information about recent activity for 

this specific project. Admins and 

team members see the same.

Link to specific Step Dashboard 

showing progress of related tasks     

Link to Close Project page to confirm 

closure and document 

A dynamic menu drawer with links to 

functional pages such as messages, 

comments, storage, calendar, teams, 

contacts. Collapsable sections using 

the up/down arrows. Draw opens/

closes with left/right chevron at top. 

Project Dashboard menu includes 

quick links to each step with status 

indicators

Notification icon indicates new. 

Pressing icon opens modal showing 

notifications

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

7b

Back to

Map
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Current Status
In-progress

Resume
Completed
25%Task 4

High Fidelity Prototype

Leading Member Last Active: Today

Current Status
Waiting for Task 4

Not Ready
Completed
0%Task 5

Recruitment

Leading Member Last Active: Never

Current Status
Wating for Task 5

Not Ready
Completed
0% Task 6

Secondary Testing

Leading Member Last Active: Never

“I think this should be done…”

‘Workshop Notes’ successfully uploaded.

Meeting with Project Manager scheduled 

for 2/22 1pm

New project started!

QUIP submitted successfully.

Task 4

Task 4

Task 3

Task 2

Task 2

January 2, 2015

July 9, 2014

August 17, 2014

February 2, 2014

March 30, 2014

Task Date Activity

Tasks Filter  Tasks

Recent Activity Filter  Activities

Close Step

Other

Tasks 

Step Menu 

Secondary Testing6

Recruitment5

HiFi Prototype4

Initial Testing3

Prototype Review2

IRB Review1

A dynamic list of tasks for the current 

steps for the current project. 

Dashboard includes pertinant status 

information regarding each step 

A recent activity block showing 

information about recent activity for 

this specific step of the current 

project. Admins and team members 

see the same.

Link to specific Task Dashboard 

showing progress of related tasks 

and providing functions necessary to 

complete task   

Link to Close Step page to confirm 

closure and document 

A dynamic menu drawer with links to 

functional pages such as messages, 

comments, storage, calendar, teams, 

contacts. Collapsable sections using 

the up/down arrows. Draw opens/

closes with left/right chevron at top. 

Step Dashboard menu includes quick 

links to each task with status 

indicators

Notification icon indicates new. 

Pressing icon opens modal showing 

notifications

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

7c

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Back to

Map
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Re: Updated Documents
Great, thanks for the timely response.  I’ll take a look at the documents and discuss it 
internally before reviewing...

To Jack FrostFrom Jane Doe

9:46 AM, Today

Follow up with Adam: Call 3

Assigned toName Jack FrostJane Doe

Yesterday

Filter  TimelineActivity Timeline

Call 1   Kyle
Interested in particular products from the market scan. Follow up about budget constraits 
and further prod...

Apr 13

Assigned toName Jack FrostJane Doe

Quick Upload

 

Drag and drop files
or

Browse

Save

Type your note here...

Choose Sub-Task

Title

Quick Note

Work with Project Manager to 
identify possible recruits

Work with PM to create 
prototype test plan

Arrange meeting with PM

Create High Fidelity Prototype

Next Sub-Tasks  

Test new prototype internally

Iterate on prototype

In-Progress

Review initial protoypes with 
the Project Manager

Record feedback and upload 
notes to the Shine Portal

Arrange meeting with PM

Ensure IRB review is complete

Completed Sub-Tasks

Task 4: High Fidelity Prototype 25% Complete

A quick note block allowing file 

attachments and easy note filing with 

organized by relevant sub-task 

A dynamic list of sub-tasks for the 

current task for the current step of 

the current project. Dashboard 

includes pertinant status information 

regarding each sub-task

A quick upload block allowing upload 

via drag and drop or manual file 

browsing 

Main navigation menu with 

appropriately named menu links. Link 

to current page is highlighted.

Logo in top menu always links to 

homepage

7d

A persitant bottom menu providing 

navigation to all frontend pages

Pressing chevron will open a 

dynamic menu drawer with links to 

functional pages such as messages, 

comments, storage, calendar, teams, 

contacts. Collapsable sections using 

the up/down arrows. Draw opens/

closes with left/right chevron at top. 

Task Dashboard menu includes quick 

links to each sub-task with status 

indicators   

A detailed activity log providing links 

to mentioned content and ability to 

favorite, trash, hide, and note items

Back to

Map


